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Abstract
This project develops a model to help individual and small farms to collaborate and collectively
serve the needs of large institutional buyers. We aim to help buyers purchase locally and save
costs, while creating new wholesale opportunities for farmers.
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Chapter 1- Introduction
This report summarizes and explains the work done as part of the specialization project by
Leanna Mulvihill and Prasenjit Roy at Cornell Tech in New York, NY.
Empire State of Food (ESF) is a platform for small farmers with diverse products, currently
limited to produce, to collaborate and serve institutional buyers, in their vicinity, like hospitals or
schools. Buyers using this platform would be able to see a selection of what they can purchase
locally from farmers around their location.
Currently, most food supply chains are centralized and monetarily cost-eﬃcient. But, at the
same time, they are vulnerable to disruptions and are environmentally costly. Small farms lack
information about what to grow and how much to grow to reach institutional buyers in their
region. For buyers, there is not a critical quantity of good quality local produce, and they must
rely on distributors sourcing food across long distances - which leads to higher costs and
increased food miles. Moreover, buyers have an information vacuum about who grows what in
their region. There is both a communication problem, as well as an information problem in the
current setup.
Food miles are the distance that food travels from the producer to the end consumer. Food
miles are a proxy for some of the other values attached to local food besides the price, like
environmental impact and cultural value. Consumers can compare institutions based on their
sourcing practices. The Empire State of Food platform will match the buyer’s order with local
sources to optimize for both price and food miles. Our goal is to show that by buying directly
from local farmers buyers can save on both, compared to sourcing traditionally.
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We have done research and found the pain points on both sides of our marketplace, the buyers
and the suppliers. Our research has been limited to the New York metro area, the Hudson Valley
region in New York and Litchﬁeld County in Connecticut.
The research question we are trying to answer is how we can build a platform to help small
farmers with many diverse products cooperate to serve institutional buyers, while accounting
for their location and differences in seasonal production patterns, while making it economically
feasible for both parties.
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Chapter 2- Related Work
We completed a literature review and tried to identify papers and articles which focused on
matching small local farmers with large institutional buyers. We could not identify articles which
tried to do this end to end. However, there were a number of different papers, articles and case
studies that we have leveraged to try and build an understanding of the agricultural supply
chain, the business of food and market design. We have looked at the works referred below.
Growing Local: Case Studies on Local Food Supply Chains (King, Hand, Gomez 2014): 5 case
studies comparing supply chains of 5 different products in different geographies. The metrics
discussed were food miles, cost of transportation per hundredweight and proﬁt.
The Resilient Enterprise (Sheﬃ 2005): Lean supply chains are said to be more cost effective, but
they don’t have redundancy. Vertical integration versus diversity of suppliers is a tradeoff to be
made- which depends on how much control is desired.
Impacts of Agricultural Cooperatives on Farmers’ Revenues in Cambodia: A Case Study of Tram
Kak District, Takeo Province (Hun, 2017): Example of demographic information for farmers to
determine whether they will be a good ﬁt.
A Supply Chain Impacts of Vegetable Demand Growth: The Case of Cabbage in the U.S. (Yeh,
2017, working paper): Has mathematical equations for optimizing total supply chain costs by
breaking them down in a detailed manner
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The Real Impact of Real Food: 8 Ways Institutional Procurement is Building A Real Food Economy.
(Real Food Challenge, 2018): This is a report outlining how institutional purchasing works in
higher education and current best practices for improving how institutions source food.
A Course in Networks and Markets Game Theoretic Models and Reasoning (Pass, 2019): This is
an overview of how to build markets and matching mechanisms from a mathematical
perspective.
Whole Foods: Balancing Social Mission and Growth (Marquis, Besharov, Thomason, 2011): This is
a Harvard Business Review case study that discusses Whole Foods’ sourcing practices and is
relevant to how standards have been set in the grocery industry.
Building A Future With Farmers II: Results and Recommendations From The National Young
Farmer Survey (Ackoff, Bahrenburg, Shute, 2017): This report gives an overview of challenges
currently facing young farmers with an emphasis on policy solutions.
The Blue Cart Report 2017 Edition (Blue Cart, 2017): Blue Cart is a platform that allows
restaurants to place orders with all of their suppliers from one platform and publishes data
about trends in the restaurant industry based on the 37,000 restaurants that use their services.
This does some of what Empire State of Food is designed to do, but they do not match
restaurants with new buyers, place value on local suppliers and their target customers are
restaurants, not institutions.
2017 Agricultural Census (USDA, 2019): County by county data for each product in terms of both
acreage and dollars. This is helpful for determining which products are available locally.
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Specialty Crop Report, New York Terminal (USDA, daily): This is a daily report of all of the produce
going through Hunt’s Point terminal with the price, unit size and origin of every product. This is
the basis for comparing conventional products to local products.
New England Vegetable Management Guide (University of Massachusetts Amherst, 2019): This
guide includes a table with a typical range for yields per acre for produce in New England and
the standard unit for sale.
USDA Food & Nutrition Service: This web-based food buying guide that allows Empire State of
Food to approximate quantities and products for a cafeteria-style dining program. This will allow
for a direct comparison between a dining program that orders from 100% non-local sources and
a dining program that is maximizing for local purchases and minimizing costs and food miles.
The Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook (Wiswall, 2009): This book includes detailed
cost-of-production data for 24 different vegetable varieties for a small to mid-scale vegetable
operation in Vermont from one farm. We use this as a proxy for more generalized
cost-of-production data.
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Chapter 3- Empire State of Food
3.1 Platform
The Empire State of Food is a two-sided marketplace to match institutional buyers with local
farmers. The Empire State of Food will follow a platform-based business model and wishes to
function as an intermediary between the two sides of the market. As identiﬁed through our
research, elaborated in section 3.2, buyers and farmers have an information problem at their
hands. Buyers do not know who to source from in their vicinity, and do not have consistent
supply from small farmers. The farmers, as a result, have inconsistent orders from their
customers and do not know whom to reach out to in order to sell their existing produce.
Moreover, this creates a communication problem as well. Farmers and buyers reach out to each
other asynchronously, leading to losses and ineﬃciencies.
This represents an opportunity to connect the two sides and eliminate the information gap,
while at the same time, creating value for both sides of the platform.
For farmers, we provide access to newer markets. Our suppliers (local farms) will have the
opportunity to sell to newer customers, with whom they would not have to invest time in building
relationships. They can simply list their inventory with the Empire State of Food and they will
have access to buyers in their region.
For institutional buyers, we eliminate the hurdles they used to face in buying local. They will only
have to deal with one single entity (the Empire State of Food), and will not have to deal with
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multiple farmers to source their products. They will also be able to source locally to reduce their
carbon footprint.
Moreover, buyers will not have to deal with inconsistency in supply. The Empire State of Food’s
matching algorithm will ensure that if one farmer is unable to fulﬁll their order, the overﬂow is
matched to another farmer who can pick up the slack.
However, there are risks involved in further developing this model and commercializing it. We
have explained the key risks below.
The biggest risk is the switching cost. Our potential customers will have existing supplier
relationships in place and we will need to get them to shift their loyalties to our platform.
However, doing this is going to be a challenge.
Secondly, our buyers are cost sensitive. We will have to ensure that the Empire State of Food
offerings are less expensive or similar in price to conventional products. Through our research,
we have proven that we can have less expensive prices for many vegetables (see Chapter 4).
The prices must also be fair and acceptable for farmers.
To ensure that our prices are competitive with the wholesale prices for traditional sourcing, we
need to ensure an optimal mix of products in our trucks and an optimal route for our trucks to
fulﬁll each order. This problem is not easy to solve.
Lastly, we will have to develop trust in the system. Meaning that, the buyers have to be
comfortable in knowing that once they place an order, they will get their shipment delivered to
them with all certainty, at the promised time.
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3.2 Methods
Qualitative Interviews
Qualitative interviews were conducted with 11 farmers and 11 buyers/dining hall staffers over
the course of 2019-20. After conducting rigorous qualitative coding, some common themes
emerged for both farmers and buyers.
Both rely heavily on their own historical data. Neither have data that is easily available or parsed
for analysis. It was more diﬃcult to get comprehensive data from dining services and farmers
than originally anticipated. There is not any incentive for them to keep records of quantities of
food purchased/produced every week in a tidy, orderly way. We are never going to be able to get
data for every order or harvest in a year.
Farmers will gladly self-evaluate on what products they are good at growing and raising.
Optimizing the product mix is important for diversiﬁed farmers and something that is harder to
do in direct-to-consumer markets where customers expect a wide spread of products.
However, an exciting development is that Mike Webster (See Table 1) of the Hotchkiss School
was able to save 8% on food costs by buying directly from farmers and cutting out middlemen.
We had hoped we could keep costs the same but had assumed that the differences in scale
between the local farms and the distributors would be too great for there to be any money saved
by buying directly from farmers.
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Table 1- List of Interviewees and their details

Interviewees

Jess O’Callahan

Job Title/Role

Farm Manager

Business

Obercreek Farm

(former)
Jarret Nelson

Farm Manager

Matching, vetting,
ranking

Glynwood Center

Pricing, vetting
Dining hall

Amirah Abulughod
and Will Summers

Qualitative Themes

Farm Managers

Stony Point Center

communication,
annual planning
Dining hall

Ellie Youngblood

Farm Manager

Hotchkiss School

communication,
annual planning

Farm Manager and
Henry Corsun

Buyer

Good Food

Setting prices,

Farmers/Dogwood

planning cycle,

Farm

product mix
Dining hall budgeting,

Mike Webster

Buyer

Hotchkiss School

planning, vendor
relationships

Lee Morton

Buyer

Hotchkiss School

Planning, vendor
relationships
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Donna Costa

Buyer

Stony Point Center

Planning, vendor
relationships

Aaron Munzer

Farm Manager

Plowbreak Farm

Communication,
process design

Britt Florio

Buyer

Bard College

Prices, standards,
process design

Carrie Cullen

Buyer

Erin Moylan

Farm Manager

Bon Appetit
Poughkeepsie Farm

Process design

Timelines

Project
Guy Kilpatrick

Farm Manager

Terp Farm

Kerstin Ams

Buyer

Allegheny College

Prices, standards
Sustainability, prices,
market pressures
Process design,

Kiera Maloney

Farm Manager

Brooklyn Grange

network effects,
timelines

Natalie Abrams

Buyer

Colson Patisserie
NYC

Competition, costs,
market needs

Ren Workman

Buyer

FoodCorp

Process design

Richard Wiswall

Farm Manager

Cate Farm

Costs, competition,
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process design,
standards

Rose Karabush

Farm Manager

Full Earth Farm

Process design,
timelines, costs

Ryan Kehoe & Reggie

Buyers

Ithaca College

Briggs

Process design,
market pressures

Shannon Hart

Buyer

Bard College

Market pressures

Tina White

Buyer

Real Food Challenge

Market pressures

Surveys and Data Collection
A survey to collect data from farmers was written and distributed (SEE APPENDIX). It was
emailed to six farmers with personalized messages and only one response was received. This
conﬁrmed our hypothesis that collecting data from individual farms was not a viable way to
learn about their sales or production.
Both the Stony Point Center and the Hotchkiss School generously shared data with us. The
Hotchkiss School shared order histories for both local and non-local products from 2017-2018.
The Stony Point Center shared farm production records for 2013-2018 and order histories from
2017 from the dining hall. The order histories from both institutions were essential for getting a
better idea of what institutional purchasing looks like on a daily basis.
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Finding other sources of data is more practical. The USDA agriculture census publishes results
by product, by county, and by revenue. The USDA school lunch calculator made it possible to
create dummy data for demand for certain products from dining halls that need to feed a given
number of people.
Contextual enquiries
Stony Point Center (11/1/19)
Louie (See Table 1) is Donna’s (See Table 1) produce purchaser— he buys all of his produce
from Hunt’s Point and then sells it to his clients, like the Stony Point Center. Twice a week, on
Monday and Thursday, Louie drives to his clients and gets their orders in person. Then he goes
to Hunt’s Point in the afternoon and checks out what everybody has.
Sales oﬃcially start at 6pm — that’s when the salespeople for vendors arrive at Hunt’s Point.
Louie loads up by 10 pm and is in bed by midnight. He does deliveries early Tuesday and Friday
mornings.
Louie is making judgement calls about quality and substituting different products if the original
product is not up to his standards. Donna can do a better job with managing her budget and
menu because Louie is so good at his job. “You’re not a number on a piece of paper. You’re a
person.” He takes pride in providing personal service to his clients.
When he sets prices for his clients, he tries for 10 cents on the dollar, but sometimes he’s selling
things at cost. The way he tells it, is he’s winging it on pricing, but Louie’s been doing this for 43
years. He has decades of data points informing his decisions.
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Empire State of Food had largely been treating delivery as a separate problem from matching
farmers and buyers because it is such a large hurdle. However, Louie’s commitment to personal
service is not something you could consistently get from a third party. Louie will not even hire a
driver to do this route for him.
It became clear after talking to Louie that maybe we need to be deﬁning local differently. The
capacity of the truck and the number of pick-ups and deliveries a driver can do in a day are the
real limiting factors rather than an arbitrary radius around the buyers. This is important in
calculating transportation costs and keeping prices competitive.
Hotchkiss School (11/21/19)
We had the privilege of sitting down with Mike Webster (See Table 1) the dining director, Lee
Morton (See Table 1) the chef de cuisine, and Ellie Youngblood (See Table 1) the school’s
farmer. First Ellie gave us a tour of the school’s farm and then we sat down with Mike and Lee in
the oﬃce and took a tour of the kitchens.
One of the biggest things to notice was the amount of storage both on the farm and at the
dining hall. There are many walk-in coolers, a separate walk-in freezer for each type of meat and
dry storage for grains and storage crops like winter squash and potatoes.The Hotchkiss School
can invest in their infrastructure, but for most places storage should be treated as a major
limiting factor.
Mike (See Table 1) does his planning with all of his farmers in January and June— he plans for
the upcoming semester. With meat speciﬁcally, he is planning years in advance with farmers.
When possible he sources one product from one farm to have better consistency.
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Sourcing meat locally is more complicated because you have to deal with a processor. But it is
also an opportunity to save more money for the Hotchkiss School. They save money on meat by
buying whole animals and optimizing their cut sheets. For example if you buy a whole cow for
$4/lb, that’s a reasonable price for ground beef, but a low price for beef tenderloin.
They also make products in-house that they used to have to buy, like stock. It took two years for
them to really make it eﬃcient (they reduce it to a demi-glace so it takes up less space).
Switching costs are high anytime they change how they’re sourcing a product (like stock) and
then they level off once they’ve ﬁgured out a new system. It is impressive that the Hotchkiss
dining team has gone through their whole menu and changed how they source most of their
products.
Ellie Youngblood is also a part-time employee of the Northwest Connecticut Food Hub and
showed us the software that they currently use for farmers to upload their inventory and for
buyers to place orders. Her experiences with the food hub highlighted that there will be a range
of tech savviness in a user base that includes farmers. There is also a need to standardize how
farmers upload their products by name, size and units that are available. The lack of
standardization makes it more diﬃcult for a buyer to compare products that are similar.

3.3 Product Specs
Being a platform business model, the Empire State of Food will be able to create access to new
markets for suppliers and new suppliers for buyers, not unlike other platform businesses which
have disrupted traditional businesses like taxis (Uber) and hotels (Airbnb).The Empire State of
Food product will have the following speciﬁcations:
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The primary product will be a web and mobile application. Each of the applications will have two
different sides to them- one each for the farmer and the buyer.
The farmers side of the app will be optimized for ease of use on a mobile handset. It will include
accessibility functions in low internet coverage areas through USSD protocols. The farmers will
have the options to list whatever they want to sell through the app. They will be able to list the
product (for example, the kind of kale they want to sell) along with a short description of the
product, and the quantity that they have in stock.
The buyers side of the app will be optimized for use on a desktop screen. The buyer will have
options to shop around, like a conventional online shopping experience. The produce will be
listed, but the farm producing it will not be listed. This is because all the products shown to a
particular buyer will be local to the buyer.
Lastly, and most importantly, farmers will not have the option of requesting a desired price (See
Chapter 4). Buyers also will not have the option of requesting a price. Everyday, the Empire State
of Food will set prices for each product on the platform by comparing the daily prices for the
same product at the Hunt’s Point Terminal in The Bronx. The idea is to ensure that farmers can
collaborate and do not end up competing on price, which is detrimental to their interests.
Once orders are placed, the Empire State of Food will handle the fulﬁllment of these orders or
hire a third party delivery service.
Lastly, the incremental costs to service an additional customer would be low as the variable
costs are only for delivery, Empire State of Food does not have it’s own warehouse.
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Chapter 4- Results
4.1 The Algorithm
We wrote a matching algorithm to match farmers and buyers. Matching for buyers is done
based on the quantity of product, not location or price. The platform is setting the prices
because we want to create consistency across local farms and give all of the farmers on the
platform access to buyers. Part of this is to eliminate the possibility of farmers undercutting
each other. This would favor larger farms that operate at a bigger scale and farms that have the
ﬁnancial cushion to take a loss. One of the diﬃcult things about working with many small
vendors is there are more people to negotiate with. This is eliminated if the platform sets the
prices. Neither side has to negotiate.
This turns our problem into a Gale-Shapely algorithm (Pass, 2019). In the Gale-Shapely
algorithm, the farmers and buyers are matched based on preferences, not price. The farmers’
preferences are for the geographically closest buyers. The buyers preferences are based on the
farmers’ ﬁt scores. The ﬁt scores are a combination of how consistently you fulﬁll orders and if
you can meet the quantity that the buyer needs. All of this is dummy data.
We used the Santa Gift Matching Challenge on Kaggle (Kaggle) because as a proxy for
matching farmers and buyers. Currently the algorithm is only built for the product kale.
Dummy data was created because getting good data from any of these farms/institutions is
hard and it is diﬃcult to create a basis for meaningful comparisons. Our dummy data for
matching buyer and farmers looks like this:
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●

5 buyers

●

15 farms

●

Annual demand for kale from buyers

●

Annual kale production for farmers

●

Locations for both

●

Fake transaction histories for farmers

Real buyers and real farms in the Hudson Valley were selected, so there are real geographic
locations. But the rest of the numbers are based on educated guesses.
For pounds of kale per year available per farm, half of the farms were given a number based on
what Ellie Youngblood (See Table 1) said she was producing. The other half were given a
number based on New York State numbers from the Ag Census (USDA, 2019) for acres of kale
produced and the yield was taken from the New England Vegetable Management Guide (New
England Vegetable). These numbers get us to a reasonable ballpark.
For pounds of kale per year ordered per buyer, the USDA school lunch calculator (FNS USDA)
was used for serving size. Then, we estimated the number of people served by the institution.
For example for schools it was estimated that the number of people they feed is 1.3 times the
number of students. For a retreat center it was estimated that their average capacity is 100
people, which is at least within an order of magnitude of the real number. For an assisted living
community it was estimated the dining hall served 1.3 times the number of apartments at every
meal. They are probably feeding some of their staff and many of the residents in independent
living cook for themselves. Every buyer was given an arbitrary assignment of 240 kale-meals per
year.
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4. 2 Pricing Heuristic
We are using Hunts Point Terminal data (USDA) and farmer cost of production data as bounds
in our price-setting heuristic.
The best approximation found is Richard Wiswall’s cost of production data from his 2009 book,
The Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook. His cost of production data is real, but it’s dated and
it is only one instance of cost of production data. Having cost of production data for a large set
of farms would give us a more robust picture of how much it costs to produce food. In the
future, this could mean paying farmers for their records from a record keeping software like
Tend (“Planning is Everything”).
By fostering predictable demand from buyers and having many farmers to ensure consistent
supply, we’re making it easier for farmers to take competitive prices. We were hoping to beat
conventional product prices with something like this:
Market Terminal Price + Empire State Of Food Markup
<=
Market Terminal Price + conventional distributor markup
The Hotchkiss school saves 8% annually by buying 60% local food. We thought that could
translate into saving X% on individual local products.
However, it’s not that simple. Mike Webster (See Table 1) does not necessarily beat
conventional products on price alone, he saves money in other ways. He gets lower prices from
local farmers because he locked-in prices for the whole year ahead of time and bought in large
quantities.
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There are other ways he has changed his operations as well. Like offering fewer choices at
meals to reduce food waste (saving money) and using whole animals so that he is not buying
lard or beef stock separately and instead makes them in-house (saving more money). Changing
the operations inside a kitchen is a different problem than matching buyers to farmers.
Testing pricing is hard because the real test is how these prices work over time and at a large
scale. A one-off transaction does not adequately prove that your price makes sense in the
market.
Here are the factors we need to keep in mind. It’s a two-sided market — the prices need to work
for both farmers and buyers. It is diﬃcult to get access to B2B pricing because farmers and
buyers want to be able to negotiate and don’t make those prices public. Making comparisons is
diﬃcult.
Ultimately, this is an educated guess and prices will be adjusted moving forward. Our goal is to
set prices that beat the price of conventional products and make sure that farmers still make a
proﬁt. The prices for buyers are:
Table 2: Unit Prices of Products for Buyers
Product

Price per pound

Kale

$ 1.19

Romaine

$ 1.06

Field Tomatoes

$ 0.99

Broccoli

$ 1.71

Sweet Corn

$ 0.30
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The data used for price setting was:
●

Cost of production per acre data from Richard Wiswall (Wiswall, 2009)

●

Yield per acre from New England Vegetable Management Guide (New England
Vegetable)

●

Hunt’s Point Market Terminal prices and unit sizes(USDA)

●

Louie’s (See Table 1) 10% mark up — covers delivery costs

●

Cost of delivery for Empire State of Food including mileage and labor

The Empire State of Food price is compared to the typical wholesale price from Hunt’s Point. If
the ESF price is within 10% — that price seems reasonable. If the ESF price is more than 15%
lower than the typical wholesale price, the assumptions made about the unit size of products or
cost of production are likely to be off. Fresh produce has very low margins and there is only so
much room to play with prices that the market can tolerate.
Another factor to consider is the inﬂation rate. Richard Wiswall’s numbers are from 2009. The
Hunt’s Point prices for food have not changed between 2009 and 2019. Regular inﬂation
between 2009 and 2019 is 19.95% , but it appears food inﬂation is different and seems to be
lower. For this reason, inﬂation was ignored.
Another unknown is estimating weights and volumes. How much does a bunch of kale weigh?
Both 7–8 oz and 16oz were listed for a bunch of kale. That’s a huge difference in the amount of
product per unit. Whatever assumptions we make about units have an impact on how ﬁnancially
feasible the whole platform is. This will be easy to test and correct once the system is
operational.
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4.3 User Research
Rapid user tests for the front end prototype were conducted with Donna Costa (See Table 1) and
Jess O’Callahan (See Table 1). Their feedback was critical to reﬁning the prototype in order for
Shanice Smith-Branch (See Table 1) to be able to place an order using our website prototype.
Donna’s user test made it clear that buyers need to be able to shop for products like a regular
e-commerce experience. They will not be happy with just entering their shopping list as we
originally tested. Buyers also need orders to be fulﬁlled in one delivery. Managing more than one
delivery per order is not acceptable.

Figure 1: The Empire State of Food interface showing a shopping list
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Jess helped us ﬁgure out what units need to be shown to the buyer and that we need to make
order minimums very clear before buyers start shopping.

Figure 2: Participant using the Empire State of Food interface to place an order

Shanice successfully placed an order for the families that her organization, the Jeremiah
Program, serves. This will be discussed further in section 5.3.
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Chapter 5- Discussion
5.1 Limitations
Currently, the Empire State of Food platform is limited to only vegetables and fruit. The next
logical extension could be to eggs and dairy. However, there are certain products which are
harder to sell through the platform. Additionally, it is important to target the right customer as
well.
Expanding to meat products would be diﬃcult. Firstly, every single animal is more than one
product. There are multiple cuts in which an animal can be sold and not all of them have
uniform demand. Different buyers have different preferences in this regard.
Secondly, through our research, we understand that buyers negotiate contracts with their
suppliers very differently. Meat contracts are negotiated years in advance, meaning that the
switching costs are enormous compared to vegetables.
Lastly, meat products also bring slaughterhouses into the equation. This would include another
side to the marketplace, potentially. This is also a bottleneck for our order fulﬁllment procedure
as there are very limited dates in which slaughterhouses are available.
As mentioned before, choosing customers correctly is necessary. From our current research, we
understand that expanding to public schools will not be early adopters as their kitchens simply
do not have the equipment to handle any extra produce and are extremely resistant to change.
Similarly, restaurants are harder customers as well, because their consistency in orders is
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questionable. Therefore, expanding to customers outside of early adopters that are already
committed to buying locally might be a challenge.

5.2 Future Work
Data Science
Further work remains to optimize the operations of the Empire State of Food. Considering how
to optimize the utilization of the delivery truck’s capacity while still fulﬁlling every order from
buyers is a new area to explore. There is also room to optimize for the delivery routes between
farmers and buyers, this has a large impact on transportation costs and is potentially a more
useful deﬁnition of local.
We need to consider lead time and volume in our pricing heuristics. This is a big part of how the
Hotchkiss School saves money by buying local. We need to ﬁgure out how to quantify planning
ahead and buying in bulk and how that applies to each product. Part of this could be predicting
orders and availability for buyers and farmers using machine learning.
Currently, we are pulling pricing information from Hunt’s Point Terminal, but we could be pulling
the origin of every product and comparing the food miles saved by buying local. This would be
one way to illustrate the reduction in carbon emissions by buying local and demonstrate the
power of buying local to both buyers and end consumers.
Building The App
In order for the Empire State of Food to be a viable product, it requires that a mobile and
desktop app be built for both farmers and buyers. This app would need to have a robust
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backend system with constant data streaming ability. The backend will further have to be linked
to the matching algorithm and the front-end.
Paper Prototype Pilot
There was a prototype pilot planned for March 2020. This pilot was ultimately suspended due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The pilot would have consisted of the team renting a U-Haul in March,
picking up produce from farmers and delivering it to buyers. We would have been texting
farmers and buyers as Empire State of Food to mimic what actions will ultimately be completed
by an app on the users’ phones. There would be a pre-written script for the texts to keep it
consistent. It would feel like using a chatbot.
This would have tested the biggests uncertainties about our platform: logistics, switching costs
for farmers and buyers, the matching algorithm, pricing and intermediation of communication.
This pilot would not have tested the user interface, how well an app for the platform would work
or the point of sales. The actual app and user interface would have been informed by the pilot
results. These are not the primary product risks, there are many existing solutions on the
market.
Paper Prototype Pilot Protocol
1. Get hard orders and availabilities via text from farmers and buyers one week before the
pilot.
2. Run the algorithm to make matches.
3. Conﬁrm orders the night before via text with farmers and buyers.
4. Generate invoices for buyers.
5. Generate receipts for farmers.
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6. Email out the respective invoices and receipts.
7. Plot out the route for the next day.
8. Text each farmer/buyer when we are ~20 minutes away.
9. Ledger for receiving and distributing each item.
a. Every case is labelled and logged.
10. Follow up survey for both farmers and buyers three days after pilot.
11. Follow up again 30 days after the pilot is completed.
Paper Prototype Pilot Timeline
The original paper prototype timeline was as follows,
1. December - Survey farmers along potential Poughkeepsie-Kingston-Hudson route.
2. December - Qualitative interviews with buyers along the Poughkeepsie-Kingston-Hudson
route.
3. January/February - Contextual enquiries with buyers
4. February - Survey Buyers
5. March 15th - get hard orders and hard availabilities
6. March - Run the algorithm
7. Week of March 30th - Paper prototype pilot
8. Follow up 2 days after.
9. Follow up 30 days later.

5.3 COVID-19 and a New Plan
In April 2020, New York City was hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and became the city with
the highest number of active infections in the entire world. As a result, the city has been on
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lockdown for over a month. At the time of writing New York State has had 282,174 cases of
COVID-19 and 16,599 deaths (NYTimes, April 26, 2020). There is an unprecedented amount of
uncertainty in the world. It has become increasingly likely that the novel coronavirus will change
the way the world operates. Like other supply chains, food supply chains will also be disrupted.
We had a pilot planned for our Spring Break (March 30 - April 6). However, our buyer for the pilot,
the Stony Point Center, had to shut down their operations due to COVID-19. To state the obvious,
most institutions have shut down for the time being and we are certainly not going to try to sell
to hospitals now when they have much more important things to worry about and are diverting
all their resources to tackling the pandemic.
Food supply chains have been disrupted on many fronts with new protocols, panic-buying at
grocery stores, etc. Some farmers are scrambling because restaurants they’ve sold to have
closed. Another piece of our new reality is that unemployment is at an all time high in the United
States.
Moreover, our initial target buyers, schools and colleges, have closed down and asked their
students to return to their homes. This has meant that dining halls are now operating at bare
minimum capacity and serving only essential workers.
Food security programs are needed more now than they have been before. There is a lot of
amazing work happening in New York City already. In this light, we decided to try and serve such
programs and tailor the product to serve these needs. The week of April 20th, 2020, we
conducted a pilot run to serve the Jeremiah Program in Brooklyn, New York. This programs
serves single mothers get access to nutritious produce and were looking for products to help
them keep sourcing local produce in these times. With the Empire State of Food platform,
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1. We took orders from food security programs for local produce at distributor prices.
a. Speciﬁcally, we took orders from the Jeremiah Program on April 20th, 2020.
2. The organization needed vegetables and we had a limited starting inventory to help
them source the produce they needed.
3. We manually assigned products to farmers in our network and placed orders with
farmers in the Hudson Valley.
4. We used a third party delivery service to get the food to Brooklyn on April 22nd,
2020, where the partner food security program is being administered.

Figure 3: The Empire State of Food Product Loop
The details of this new shift are still being worked out. At the time of writing, the platform has
already been used to support ﬁve farms and one food security organization.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion
The Empire State of Food has come a long way since the beginning of this project. We have
determined where to ﬁnd data about institutional purchasing, farm production and
cost-of-production. Interviewing and conducting contextual enquiries with farmers and buyers
informed our product decisions. We built a Gale-Shapely matching algorithm to pair farmers and
buyers on preferences rather than price. We developed pricing heuristics that keep local
produce cost competitive with equivalent conventional products. We have a front-end prototype
and have done a pilot run of the product. In addition, through the revised pilot that we learned
the following things,
●

When working with actual buyers, what are the concerns they have while they place
orders and look to source locally

●

How they value the selection of the produce being sold
○

Speciﬁcally, how to present the information is a clear and accessible way is
important to customers

●

How to intermediate communication between farmers and buyers
○

The use of a third party delivery service added another layer of complexity to the
system. We learned how to manage the communication and present the
information in real time to all the stakeholders involved
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